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An object-based based video codec has been designed and implemented. The codec takes a 
colour video sequence of arbitrary size as input and performs intra-frame object-based 
compression on the sequence. Video sequences are segmented using an optic flow based 
algorithm, before being transformed with a fast lifting transform, prior to vector quantisation 
and entropy encoding. A video codec quality analyser (CQA) is used to assess the subjective 
quality of the coded stream with respect to the uncoded one in order to provide a single 
quality measure that correlates with a subjective assessment of the data. Experiments using 
standard test sequences show that a higher compression ratio is achieved than obtainable 
using a similar non object-based codec, at the same quality level. 

 
 
1.    Introduction 
 
Object-based coding has been suggested as an alternative to conventional pixel-based coding [1], with 
segmentation performing the task of object identification. However, segmentation cannot be seen as a 
tool that is easily applied to generic scene content. Substantial gains can only be achieved if large parts 
of a scene contain regions that can be extracted from the remaining parts of the scene. 

In recent years, the disadvantages of both subjective and objective measures for measuring decoded 
frame quality have motivated researchers to search for a better method of evaluating the quality of 
video sequences which have undergone lossy compression [2, 3]. Such a method has been produced 
and a codec quality analyser (CQA) has been developed that aims to provide a consistent bias-free 
single quality measure, which correlates with a subjective assessment of video data [4]. 

This paper describes an object-based video codec that we have developed. It is designed to take a 
colour video sequence as input, and perform intra-frame object-based compression on the sequence. 
Test sequences were compressed with the codec, and the results obtained indicate that the object-based 
codec outperforms the non object-based codec in terms of compression ratio, at the same quality level. 

The paper is organised as follows. The compression algorithm is described in Section 2. We then 
present and discuss our experimental results in Section 3. Section 4 evaluates the algorithm and 
outlines its future development. 

 
 

2.    Algorithm 
 

The algorithm comprises five main processes: optic flow based segmentation, lifting-based 
decomposition of the detected objects, vector quantisation of the lifting coefficients, zerotree coding of 
the quantised coefficients followed by lossless entropy coding of the zero tree data. 

The encoder takes a colour video sequence with arbitrary sized dimensions as input, and codes the 
first frame using a non object-based approach. Horn and Schunk’s optic flow algorithm [5] is then used 
to segment the remainder of the input sequence in order to separate the sequence into foreground and 
background objects. A minimum bounding box is used to obtain the area that the foreground object 
occupies, and then the bounding box is extended by five pixels on every side in order to store a small 
amount of surrounding background with the object. The extra pixels are stored for use in updating the 
background when the object moves. Along with the object, its location in the frame is also stored. The 
foreground objects in each frame are then successively decomposed by a fast lifting transform [6]. 

An effective method to reduce the amount of data in many compression algorithms is to use an 
RGB to YCbCr decorrelation transform followed by subsampling of the chrominance components [7]. 
However, it is possible to use the multi-resolutional nature of the lifting transform to achieve the same 
effect. After decorrelating the data using an RGB to YCbCr transform and then applying the lifting 
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transform, the HL, LH, and HH sub bands of the chrominance component’s lifting decomposition are 
discarded and all other subbands retained. This has the effect of achieving a 2:1 subsampling in both 
the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the chrominance components [8]. 

The lifting coefficients are then quantised by a trained Lloyd-Max vector quantiser [9, 10, 11] that 
outputs quantised coefficients. These coefficients are subsequently entropy encoded by zerotree coding 
[12] and Huffman coding, producing a single bitstream of data that contains the compressed frame 
data, along with header information that allows the data to be decoded. 

The non object-based codec is essentially identical to the object-based codec, with the exception 
that the non object-based codec has had the optic flow based segmentation removed. 

 
 

3.    Results and Discussion 
 
Comparative tests were carried out between the proposed coding scheme and the non object-based 
coding scheme. Video sequences of different spatial resolutions were used, all at 30 fps and 24 bits per 
pixels. The quantiser was trained using a maximum of 20 iterations and a threshold of 0.01, meaning 
that when the distortion between iterations drops below 1 %, the training algorithm terminates. 

Table 1 shows the coding results achieved for five video test sequences with both the non object-
based codec and the object-based codec. The results are presented in terms of the compression ratio 
achieved, together with the quality rating given by CQA. 

 
Table 1 

Sequence Non obj-based Object-based 

 Ratio CQA Ratio CQA 

Claire 52:1 4 87:1 4 

Missa 29:1 4 35:1 4 

Susie 32:1 4 36:1 4 

Mobile 25:1 4 154:1 4 

Football 23:1 4 25:1 4 

 
The results show a significant improvement over the non object-based approach. In all five video 

sequences the compression ratio has increased, with the quality of the decoded stream remaining the 
same. Figure 1 shows a frame of the Mobile sequence coded using the non object-based approach, 
while Figure 2 shows the same frame coded with the proposed object-based approach. The frame coded 
with the non object-based method is of very low quality. However, the frame coded using the proposed 
object-based method has no perceptible degradation. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Mobile coded at 154: 1 (non object-based) 
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Figure 2. Mobile coded at 154: 1 (object-based) 

 
 
In the Susie and Football sequences, the improvement in compression ratio is negligible, but in the 

remaining three sequences the results show the substantial benefits that object-based coding can 
produce. 

 
 

4.    Conclusions and Future Work 
 
This paper has presented an object-based colour video codec using vector quantisation, which out-
performs a similar non object-based codec in terms of compression ratio, at the same subjective quality 
level. The results show the benefits that object-based coding can achieve when the scene contains 
suitably sized regions that can be extracted from background of the frame. 

Future research efforts will concentrate on a number of items. Firstly we aim to further investigate 
the quantisation strategy in order to increase the compression ratio. 

Secondly, to allow comparison of this video codec with others in existence it will be necessary to 
modify the codec so that video sequences can be coded at user specified bit rates. 

Finally, although it was possible to accurately detect the boundaries of objects located in the video 
test sequences, it is unlikely that this would be possible in video sequences more representative of the 
real world. Therefore, a substantial amount of research needs to be performed into the topic of motion 
segmentation. 
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